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In this issue we focus on:
l Summer Lives On – For Now
l New Regulation Harvest
l Green Paper Storm Clouds

Summer Lives On – For Now
It may have been the weather – or perhaps the beginning of the new school year – but talk of ‘end of summer’ has
been rife over recent days. Ever the optimist I have been keen to point out that summer must still be with us as it
doesn’t come to an end until the arrival of the autumnal equinox at 8.20GMT on Wednesday 23 September. Derived
from the Latin aequus (equal) and nox (night) – the Equinox is the point in the year when daytime and night-time
are of equal duration. So chin up, there’s a week or two left yet – just throw on a warm coat! 

This year’s Harvest Moon (the full moon nearest to the Equinox) will arrive on the night of the 28 September –
marking the time when the crops should be in, if necessary by taking advantage of the moonlight. Looking to the
remainder of the year, the Winter Solstice, the moment of the longest night, occurs at 4.38GMT on 22 December.
In pre-Christian times this mid-winter point gave rise to the last feast celebration before deep winter and the ‘famine
months’ began. Cattle were slaughtered to avoid the burden of feeding them, releasing meat for salting, drying
and for the final feasts. The celebrations were not so much for what had gone before but as a welcome to the
point from which the hours of daylight would begin to lengthen and the year would be reborn.

I guess none of this has anything directly to do with pensions – (an invention of medieval times for service to the
church, the military and the Crown) – nevertheless it’s a timeless reminder of the desire ingrained in all us to provide
for and look forward to the future.

New Regulation Harvest
Pensions have been an essential cornerstone of future financial provision for most of us for our entire working
lives. Irrespective of how strong this provision might be, we have wholeheartedly welcomed the Chancellor’s new
Pension Freedoms and the passing, from the State to the individual, of a great personal responsibility for future
financial provision. Of course ‘freedom’ always has its dangers. We read that so far, more than 100,000 savers
have been encouraged to cash in their pension pots this year, releasing more than £1.8 billion into the economy.
This could easily mount up to £5 billion over the full year – a splendid outcome for the Chancellor in his quest to
inject monies into the economy without recourse to more public borrowing. Impoverishment in retirement could
indeed be the outcome for some but for a Chancellor on a mission, that’s for another day and in any event, will be
somebody else’s problem! Meanwhile pension liberation (and the resulting boost in tax revenue) is coming along
very nicely for him. 
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You would have thought that the immediate and very positive response to the new pension freedoms would have
encouraged the Chancellor to leave pensions alone for a while, perhaps to reverse the earlier decision to cut
Lifetime Allowance from £1.25 million to £1 million next April, maybe even abandon it altogether - but no, the lower
Lifetime Allowance is indeed to come in, along with the arrival of a complicated contribution cap for those earning
over £120,000. Private sector pensions, as we have known them, remain both in the spotlight and under the screw.

Green Paper Storm Clouds
We had hoped that a period of pensions’ legislative calm would follow the current sweeping changes – but we
had reasoned without appreciating the voraciousness of George Osborne’s appetite for our savings. Not content
with liberating pension funds into the economy he now wants to explore greater opportunities for turning the entire
pension structure on its head. The Treasury chooses to see contribution tax reliefs as ‘costs’ and the Corporation
Tax and CGT reliefs on invested pension funds as unwelcome losses. They have even put an annual £50 billion
figure on it. The result has been the Chancellor’s current Green Paper, disingenuously entitled “Strengthening the
incentive to save – a consultation on pension’s tax relief” (https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/
strengthening-the-incentive-to-save-a-consultation-on-pensions-tax-relief).

This consultative document must surely threaten higher rate relief on pension contributions. The message is stark
... the Treasury seeks to limit pension tax ‘costs’ and will seek to do so either by introducing a flat rate tax credit or
by entirely restructuring the system – perhaps to fall more in line with the ISA tax structure.

Should you be a higher rate taxpayer, mulling over a decision as to whether you should use your pension
contribution tax reliefs, then get on with it, because we don’t think the current system will last very much longer.
And should your combined pension funds be capable of being driven above £1 million before next April, then drive
them up now so that they may be ring-fenced and protected. This golden age of pensions may well be coming to
an end.

Geoffrey Stait
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